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AFMThe influence of heparin and heparan sulphate (HepS) on the appearance and analysis of open promoter
complex (RPo) formation by E. coli RNA polymerase (RNAP) holoenzyme (r70RNAP) on linear DNA using
ex situ imaging by atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been investigated. Introducing heparin or HepS
into the reaction mix significantly reduces non-specific interactions of the r70RNAP and RNAP after
RPo formation allowing for better interpretation of complexes shown within AFM images, particularly
on DNA templates containing more than one promoter. Previous expectation was that negatively charged
polysaccharides, often used as competitive inhibitors of rRNAP binding and RPo formation, would also
inhibit binding of the DNA template to the mica support surface and thereby lower the imaging yield
of active RNAP-DNA complexes. We found that the reverse of this was true, and that the yield of RPo for-
mation detected by AFM, for a simple tandem gene model containing two kPR promoters, increased.
Moreover and unexpectedly, HepS was more efficient than heparin, with both of them having a dispersive
effect on the sample, minimising unwanted RNAP-RNAP interactions as well as non-specific interactions
between the RNAP and DNA template. The success of this method relied on the observation that E. coli
RNAP has the highest affinity for the mica surface of all the molecular components. For our system,
the affinity of the three constituent biopolymers to muscovite mica was RNAP > Heparin or
HepS > DNA. While we observed that heparin and HepS can inhibit DNA binding to the mica, the presence
of E. coli RNAP overcomes this effect allowing a greater yield of RPos for AFM analysis. This method can be
extended to other DNA binding proteins and enzymes, which have an affinity to mica higher than DNA, to
improve sample preparation for AFM studies.
 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
A common application of biological atomic force microscopy
(AFM) is molecular scale imaging of protein–nucleic acid interac-
tions and has included studies of DNA transcription for the last
twenty years or so [1–4]. Visualisation of molecular complexes
through the force sensing AFM probe can be realised in hydrating
air or aqueous liquids environments, depending upon the specific
application, and whether or not the study is focussed mainly on
structure or dynamics. Imaging of dried complexes in ambient air
conditions can be termed ex situ, where the focus is investigating
structural relationships between the protein and the DNA. Imaging
of complexes in situ under aqueous buffers attempts to studydynamics in real-time or at least a time-lapse approach. Both of
these two approaches requires the protein-DNA complexes to be
adsorbed to a support surface, which is almost always mica, or
mica which has been modified with a self-assembled monolayer
or thin molecular film to promote binding of the DNA template
[4,5]. Mica is an ideal support surface because it is atomically flat
and its surface charge properties can be modulated using divalent
cations to encourage DNA binding [6–9]. It should be noted that
many studies indicate that the hydrophilic nature of the mica in
typical ambient lab humidity keeps DNA hydrated [10–12].
Ex situ AFM imaging in air on mica has confirmed that E. coli
RNA polymerase wraps the DNA template around itself during for-
mation of the open promoter complex (RPo) [13]. This effect has
been quantified in detail by Rivetti et al. and can be used to estab-
lish the formation of RPos in AFM imaging by measuring contour
length reductions of linear DNA templates [14]. In situ imaging
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for the ground-breaking studies the scan speed of conventional
AFM was too slow to capture more than a few frames [15,16]. This
approach, however, imaged facilitated promoter location of E. coli
RNAP on a linear template, demonstrating one-dimensional diffu-
sion, hopping and inter-segmental transfer [17]. These were also
the first imaging of the translocation of RNAP relative to DNA in
the presence of NTPs, imaging transcription directly [15,16]. In
one of the studies, the RNAP was bound stably to the mica surface
and the DNA was free to move [15], but in different buffer condi-
tions the RNAP was seen to move relative to the DNA, which was
mobile but equilibrated onto the 2D surface of the mica [16]. Fine
adjustment of buffer conditions is required for in situ experiments
to allow the DNA sufficient movement for transcription to occur
but restricting the DNA motion enough for the DNA backbone to
be detected by the AFM tip [6–9].
More recently, the advent of higher scan speed AFMs has led to
new attempts to follow transcription directly in situ. The major
challenges of imaging DNA-dependent enzymes in situ by AFM
arise from both the speed of the RNAP enzymes and the relative
rotation of the DNA helix by a processive enzyme (such as RNAP).
Higher frame rates partially address the first challenge and to
address the second, these studies have tethered the DNA template
strand by each end to a DNA origami nanotile as a way to overcome
the conflicting requirements of DNA movement and localisation to
the mica surface [18]. With this approach and frame rates of 1
image per second, promoter location and translocation of a single
RNAP along the DNA template has been observed. Using real-
time AFM imaging to analyse finer details of the transcription pro-
cess may require further significant developments in the technol-
ogy and methodology.
The ex situ approach can obviate, to a certain degree, these chal-
lenges: reactions are carried out in vitro and then the reaction can
be quenched or run to completion and the outcomes imaged in a
static manner [2]. DNA transcription is well suited to this
approach, since RPos can be pre-formed and are very stable before
deposition onto a support surface. Once the RPos are imaged, the
NTPs can be added to the same in vitro reaction mix and incubated
for a given period of time or quenched before the reaction mixture
can be deposited and imaged again on mica [19].
The bacterial RNA polymerase from E. coli is the most widely
studied by AFM, due to its relative simplicity and large size. This
negates the need for additional factors, which might confuse inter-
pretation of AFM images and gives confidence that the proportion
of active complexes is high when NTPs are added. It is also noted
that E. coli RNAP provides a model system for eukaryotic RNAPs
due to the similarities in structure [20–23]. Our previous work
on viral T7 RNAP showed that the ex situ AFM approach did not
work particularly well because T7 RNAP spent the majority of
the time off the DNA templates [24]. T7 is a fast and highly proces-
sive RNAP that re-initiates efficiently and is therefore able to per-
form multiple rounds of transcription in vitro. In our work, the
probability of observing T7 RNAP on a DNA template by ex situ
AFM was negligible. In the case of E. coli RNAP, it was generally
expected that one enzyme will only perform one round of tran-
scription, since the sigma factor sub-unit is not covalently attached
to the holoenzyme and is expected to leave the complex shortly
after or during initiation stages of elongation (also referred to as
promoter escape). To date, however, the issue of sigma factor
release has not been resolved with any degree of certainty [25–
27]. This raises the uncertainty that E. coli RNAP may be able to
perform multiple rounds of transcription complicating ex situ
AFM analysis. Additionally, excess or free RNAP that has not
formed an RPo can non-specifically bind to the DNA template, other
RNAP molecules and/or an RNA transcript leading to ambiguity in
AFM images.Please cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dAFM studies of E. coli RNAP RPo formation by Rivetti et al. and
Crampton et al. have shown that there is shortening of the DNA
contour length as well as a bend in the DNA giving a measurable
angle of 120, which define this wrapping [13,14,19]. Even
though these RPos have a noticeably different appearance to non-
specific interactions in ex situ AFM imaging, issues arise with the
presence of other RNAP molecules attached to the DNA still under-
going their search for a promoter. Non-specifically bound RNAP
can be confused for RPos or active elongation complexes (ECs)
[19]. There is therefore a need to inhibit this non-specific RNAP
binding to optimise AFM analysis.
One of the simplest methods to reduce non-specific RNAP-DNA
interactions is to increase salt concentration or ionic strength of
the buffers used which leads to a decrease in the net electrostatic
potential of the DNA. It is noted, however, that the rate of promoter
binding decreases with increased salt concentration [28]. This
change would mean that for in vitro transcription reactions to be
analysed by AFM there would be a low number of RPOs for analy-
sis. The effect of monovalent salts at high concentration can also
alter the binding of the DNA and DNA-protein complexes to the
mica surface and so may not be feasible for use in AFM [29–32].
This approach would also not solve the issue of multiple rounds
of transcription occurring.
Biochemical methods overcome the issue of non-specifically
bound RNAPs by the addition of the molecule heparin, which com-
petes with DNA to bind RNAP in the DNA binding channel [33].
Heparin is a polyanionic polysaccharide of the glycosaminoglycan
family (GAGs) which includes the closely related macromolecule
heparan sulphate (HepS). Both heparin and HepS are linear
polysaccharides made up of chemically similar monosaccharides
but with varying degrees of sulphonation. Heparin is more highly
sulphated than HepS, but HepS contains more N-acetylated
monosaccharides. The exact chemical structure of any given hep-
arin or HepS molecule can vary due to their non-templated produc-
tion [34,35]. Both heparin and HepS are produced in the same
manner and are made up of two repeating disaccharide units, the
most common of which for each is shown in Fig. 1.
Heparin is produced by mast cells and has a molecular weight
range of 60–100 kDa but when purified for biochemical uses has
a size distribution of 12–15 kDa as purified from porcine intestine.
HepS is produced by all cell types in the form of a proteoglycan,
attached to a protein core. Free chains of HepS are rarely found
in vivo but can be purified from bovine kidney cells free of the
attached protein. The molecular weight of HepS has a similar range
to that of heparin, but the average molecular weight of purified
chains is slightly higher at approximately 20 kDa and it is less well
characterised than heparin. The major biochemical difference
between HepS and heparin is the number of GlcN-sulphate groups
that occur. Both molecules have homologous structures and often
are considered to display the same properties, and used as models
of each other when necessary. Heparin and HepS chains adopt one
of two right handed helical structures with a helical repeat of
approximately 1.67 nm over a tetra saccharide sequence [36].
The use of heparin for in vitro transcription assays is a conse-
quence of its comparable helical structure to DNA as well its
polyanionic nature. Both DNA and heparin/HepS have a negatively
charged backbone and adopt a helix with a residue rise of 0.4 nm
for Heparin/HepS in comparison to 0.34 nm for DNA. Both are able
to mimic DNA and bind to RNAP via its DNA binding domain
located in the active site [33]. The similar structure of HepS means
that it is also able to bind to DNA binding proteins in the same
manner but is not commonly used due to its less well characterised
chemical composition. The binding of heparin/HepS occludes the
DNA from the active site thereby preventing the formation of RPos.
If an RNAP has already formed an RPo, then heparin/HepS are
unable to bind as they cannot gain access to the binding sitex.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Fig. 1. Repeating disaccharide units that make up (a) heparin and (b) heparan sulphate. (a) For heparin, the most common disaccharide unit is composed of a 2-O-sulphated
iduronic acid and 6-O-sulphated, N-sulphated glucosamine, IdoA(2S)-GlcNS(6S), making up >70% of the molecule. (b) For HepS, the most common disaccharide unit is
composed of a glucuronic acid (GlcA) linked to N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) typically making up around 50% of the total disaccharide units.
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molecules that have not formed RPos, non-specifically bound
rRNAP, and RNAPs that have undergone elongation and are recy-
cled for subsequent rounds of transcription [33,37,38]. This
sequestering of free and non-specifically bound RNAPs has meant
that heparin is used as a competitor for in vitro transcription reac-
tions to ensure that only RNAPs that have formed RPos, and there-
fore those that are actively transcribing, are being studied. The
prevalent use of heparin as a competitor in biochemical assays sug-
gests that heparin would be a good choice for AFM experiments,
resolving non-specific binding events and preventing re-initiation
and multiple rounds of transcription. However, addition of heparin
or any of its derivatives into AFM samples has not been performed
to date due to the potential risk of heparin interfering with the
binding of DNA to the mica support surface, with researchers pre-
ferring to perform bulk biochemical assays only with heparin pre-
sent [14].
Even though the use of heparin is standard for use in biochem-
ical assays, it presents a potential significant problem for AFM sam-
ples. Heparin is believed to inhibit the binding of DNA to the mica
support surface which is a reasonable assumption due to its highly
anionic structure. The use of HepS instead of heparin has not been
investigated to date but it is expected to exhibit similar effects, due
to its similar structure and chemistry. HepS has a lower level of
sulphonation as well a different chain length and so may interact
with the mica surface in a different manner. As both are capable
of inhibiting non-specific binding of RNAP both were considered
in this study for incorporation into samples.
In recent times, more attempts are being made to investigate
transcription on templates with more than one promoter by AFM
and other techniques. These can be seen as simple in vitro models
of gene structures that should give us greater insight into the basic
underlying mechanisms involved in transcriptional interference
(TI) [39–42]. Rivetti et al. have studied the formation of RPos on
DNA template comprising two tandemly oriented promoters [13].
While Mangiarotti et al. studied the formation of RPos with two
divergently orientated promoters inferring the effect that distance
between the two promoters had on promoter occlusion [14].
Crampton et al. investigated a simple convergent gene model by
ex situ AFM and observed the outcomes of RNAP-RNAP collisions.
It was determined that head-on transcriptional interference
between RNAPs occurred and that both ‘‘collisions” between an
elongating RNAP and a sitting duck and those between two elon-
gating RNAPs could occur [19].
In this study, we investigate the efficiency of RPo formation on a
linear DNA template with two tandemly oriented promoters which
represents one of the simplest model of a gene. Here we present aPlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dstudy of the effects that the use of free heparin or heparan sulphate
in solution has on the binding of the DNA alone, RNAP alone and
the RPos to a mica surface. We show that the use of either is viable
in the presence of E. coli RNAP even though they can affect the
adsorption of the DNA to the mica. We demonstrate that this is a
consequence of the affinity of the E. coli RNAP for mica, showing
that HepS is the most effective in use of ex situ AFM applied to
DNA transcription.2. Materials and methods
2.1. DNA template construction
The DNA template was generated from a 6136 bp pDSP plasmid
(a kind gift from C. Rivetti) which contained two kPR promoters in a
tandem arrangement using PCR. The two primers used were 50
ATCTTCAACTGAAGCTTTAGAGCG 30 (forward) and 50 GTGTGAAA-
TACCGCACAGATG 30 (reverse) to define a DNA template of
1144 bp, with two promoters tandemly oriented (i.e. on the same
strand pointing in the same direction) positioned at bases 435
and 773 from one end. PCR was carried out using GoTaq Hot Start
Polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI) in 50 lL reactions and the
template was purified using QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA), both as per the manufacturer’s instructions.2.2. Open promoter complex formation
The given DNA template was mixed with E. coli r70RNAP (Epi-
centre, Madison MI) in 10 lL transcription buffer. The transcription
buffer consisted of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 50 mM KCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT. The buffer used differed from that provided
by the manufacturer, having no Triton X-100. This was carried
out in order to prevent any interference with the AFM sample
preparation and analysis but still enable the protein to perform
its function.
The amount of DNA used in the reaction was 200 fmol. The
amount of RNAP used was based on a 1:1 ratio of promoters on
the DNA template to RNAP, i.e. 400 fmol of RNAP, as this was
shown to provide the highest yield of RPos observed by AFM, while
limiting the levels of non-specific interactions of RNAP with a given
DNA template in the absence of polysaccharide [19]. The activity of
RNAP was assumed to be 100%. RNAP was stored at 80 C in small
aliquots to ensure repeat freeze thaw cycles did not occur. Once
the samples had been mixed by gently pipetting up and down they
were incubated at 37 C for 20 min in order to allow RPos to form.x.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Table 1
Summary of the Fastscan A cantilever specifications used for
the AFM imaging.
Fastscan A
Material Silicon nitride
Cantilever geometry Triangular
Thickness (nominal) 0.58 mm
Back side coating Reflective aluminum
Tip radius (nominal) 12 nm
Table 2
Typical operating parameters of the tapping mode AFM in this
study.
Fastscan
Setpoint 500–1500 mV
Integral gain 1.0
Proportional gain 5.0
Scan rate 11.0–22.4 Hz
Samples per line 512–1024
Amplitude of oscillation 2–20 nm
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buffer before being deposited and dried for AFM analysis.
2.3. Introduction of heparin or heparan sulphate
The protocol used in this study was partly based on that used by
Rivetti et al. [13]. They pre-incubated RNAP with 70 mg/ml of hep-
arin and mixed 40 fmol of pre-incubated RNAP with 10 fmol of
DNA template with a single PR promoter DNA template before
depositing the samples in a deposition buffer containing a further
70 mg of heparin. It is important to note that this preparation was
to establish a control sample to demonstrate that non-specific
RNAP binding to the DNA template did not produce reduction of
the DNA contour length, in contrast to RPo formation. For in vitro
transcription Rivetti et al. used 200 lg/ml heparin in RPo samples
containing 600 fmol of RNAP holoenzyme in transcription buffer
to ensure heparin was in molar excess, however, these samples
were not studied by AFM [6].
In this study, heparin or HepS was added to 10 lL of transcrip-
tion buffer at final concentration of 200 lg/ml or 1000 lg/ml
before being diluted 1 in 10 in imaging buffer. This was then
deposited onto mica and incubated for 3 min, rinsed with dH2O
and dried with nitrogen before imaging.
To study the effects of heparin and HepS on the binding of DNA
to mica, 200 fmol of DNA was added to 10 lL of transcription buf-
fer with heparin or HepS at final concentration of either 200 lg/ml
or 1000 lg/ml. These were then prepared for imaging as in previ-
ous samples.
To study the effects of heparin or HepS on RNAP and its absorp-
tion to the mica surface, samples were prepared containing
400 fmol of RNAP holoenzyme and 200 mg/ml of heparin or HepS
in 10 mL transcription buffer. These were diluted 1 in 10 in imaging
buffer before being deposited and dried for imaging.
To study the effects of heparin and HepS on the formation of
RPo, RPos were formed as described above and then straight after
removal from incubation at 37 C, heparin or HepS from bovine
kidney (Sigma, Saint Louis, MO) with an average molecular weight
of 20 kDa was added to a final concentration of 200 mg/ml and the
sample was incubated at room temperature for 15 min.
2.4. AFM sample preparation
Once molecular samples with and without a polysaccharide had
been formed, 1 mL of the sample was diluted into 9 mL of imaging
buffer: Tris-HCl (4 mM, pH 7.5), 4 mMMgCl2. The full 10 mL of sam-
ple in imaging buffer was deposited onto freshly cleaved muscovite
mica (Agar scientific, Essex UK) and incubated on the surface for
5 min to ensure that complexes adsorbed to the mica surface.
After incubation, samples were rinsed using with 5–8 ml ultra-
pure water with a resistivity of 18.2 MXcm (at 25 C). The mica
disc was held with tweezers freshly cleaned with ethanol and
tilted to prevent pooling of water on the surface. The water was
exuded at a flow of approximately 0.5–1 ml per second to ensure
removal of any molecules loosely bound to the mica. Once a sam-
ple was rinsed, it was dried in steady stream of nitrogen at 1 bar of
pressure until all liquid was removed from the surface. Once the
sample was dried it was stored in a standard petri dish at ambient
lab humidity (30–40%) and imaged within 24 h
2.5. Atomic force microscopy
AFM imaging was performed using a FastScan Bio AFM (Bruker,
Billerica MA) using Fastscan A cantilevers (Bruker, Camarillo CA).
The specification of the FastScan A cantilevers used are given in
Table 1. The AFM was operated in tapping mode in air at room
temperature (22–25 C).Please cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dThe cantilever auto tune function was used to locate the reso-
nant frequency for each cantilever probe and the frequency of
oscillation was offset by a maximum of 5% below the resonance.
The offset was used to ensure that the cantilever operated in stan-
dard tapping mode. The amplitude of oscillation was initially set to
500 mV and the set point was initially selected automatically.
These were altered from sample to sample and throughout imaging
along with the integral and proportional gains to provide the best
image quality. Images were collected using between 512 and 1024
samples per line at a line scan rates ranging from 11 to 22.4 Hz but
this was changed depending on the sample tip interactions and
image quality on the day. The standard parameter ranges for oper-
ation of the AFM is given in Table 2. All images were collected
using a Z-range of 5 nm unless otherwise stated. The higher scan-
ning speed of the Bruker FastScan Bio AFM allowed sample survey
imaging to be carried out at multiple points across the sample.
Samples were surveyed by taking between 5 and 18 images of each
using scan sizes of between 2  2 and 5  5 microns per image.
2.6. AFM image analysis
2.6.1. Image processing
The raw AFM image files were exported to the AFM manufac-
turer’s software Nanoscope Analysis 1.4 or 1.5 (Bruker, Billerica
MA). The files were then flattened in the 0th order to centre the
data in the digital Z range and subsequently flattened in the 3rd
order to remove tilt and bow. Flattening utilises a best fit polyno-
mial fit for each line of data to centre data (0th order) or remove tilt
and bow (3rd order). After flattening, for all images the Z-range
(height) was set to 5 nm and for phase images the data scale used
was 10.
2.6.2. Molecular counting
Molecules of RNAP were counted using the particle detect fea-
ture of the Nanoscope software. This feature detects particles by
using the pixel height over a given height threshold, set at 2 nm
to distinguish them from the mica background. An upper limit of
35 nm for diameter was used to define a single RNAP, which is
the typical size of the E. coli RNAP when imaged using tapping
mode AFM in air with a standard tip. Any particles above the
threshold of 35 nm diameter were determined to be aggregates
of RNAP. Particles that were not automatically detected correctly
by the software, such as two RNAP in close proximity that were
not touching, were manually added or discounted as necessary.x.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
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In order to perform DNA contour length measurements, files
were exported as JPEG or BMP files which maintained the pixel
ratio of the original image before being loaded into the analysis
suite ImageJ [43]. DNA contour length measurements were per-
formed by manually tracing a line along the DNA backbone. When
RNAP was bound to the DNA, the contour length was measured to
the centre of the RNAP molecule, as judged by eye, in the 2D rep-
resentation of the AFM image. Lengths were recorded and plotted
in histograms using OriginPro with an n value of 100 molecules or
greater. Histogram bin size number was set from the data range
divided by the square root of n. Errors for length measurements
are given as the standard error of the mean value.
Fitting of the peak values was performed using the OriginPro
fitting Gaussian fitting function with the y value set zero where
possible. For single peaks the equation used was:
y ¼ y0 þ
A
w
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
=2
e2
ðxxc Þ2
w2
The parameters used were area (A), offset (y0), centre (xc) and
width (w). Derived parameters were the full width half maxima,
standard deviation and height of the curve fit.3. Results
3.1. Heparin and heparan sulphate binding to mica
Heparin or HepS have never been used directly within AFM
samples to study transcription due to a reasonable hypothesis that
the highly negative charge of polysaccharide chains will compete
with or prevent binding of the DNA to the mica surface. Rivetti
et al. utilised heparin in samples for investigations into the wrap-
ping of DNA by E. coli RNAP upon formation of RPos [13]. In that
study, heparin was pre-incubated with the RNAP such that RPos
would not form and only non-specifically bound RNAP was present
on the DNA template. This was to establish that DNA contour
length reduction was only due to wrapping of the DNA around
the RNAP upon RPo formation and not due to any other non-
specific RNAP binding. In a later study on promoter interference,
it was stated that ‘‘heparin could not be used in the AFM experi-
ments because it prevents adhesion of the DNA to mica”, but no
data were provided to demonstrate this effect [14].
In order to provide a full picture of the effects that heparin or
HepS may have on AFM analysis of transcription complexes, first
control samples of only heparin or HepS were studied. The two
concentrations of the polysaccharides used for RPo formation
in vitro were the typical value of 200 lg/ml and a high concentra-
tion of 1000 lg/ml, chosen arbitrarily to study how it may influ-
ence binding of DNA to mica. Both polysaccharides were
dispersed well over the surface, but HepS had a tendency to show
more aggregates, particularly at the higher concentration (Fig. 2). It
can be seen, particularly from the AFM tapping mode phase
images, that the appearance of the surface with the addition of
heparin or HepS is different. It appears that in both cases the poly-
mers form a continuous thin film on the mica with individual
molecules or small aggregates lying on top.
The difference in appearance between double-stranded DNA
and heparin or HepS molecules is due mainly to the different flex-
ibility of these polymers. DNA is a semi-flexible polymer that can
be modelled reliably using the worm-like chain model with a per-
sistence length of 50 nm [44], whereas heparin and HepS with a
single backbone, are highly flexible and heparin has been modelled
as a freely-jointed chain with flexibility on the length scale of the
individual sugar rings based on AFM force extension measure-
ments [45], although SAXS and hydrodynamic methods indicatedPlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dthat heparin might be stiffer, fitting a worm-like chain with a per-
sistence length of 4.5 nm [46].
3.2. Heparin and heparan sulphate with DNA
Next the influence of heparin and HepS on the binding of DNA
to mica was investigated by first mixing the two concentrations
of each with the DNA solution at the standard concentration used
for in vitro transcription reactions, before co-deposition on the
mica. These samples displayed a variety of different morphologies
in the AFM images (Figs. 3–6), but typically dsDNA was not visible
as semi-flexible individual molecules as is the case in the absence
of the polysaccharide polymers (Fig. 3e).
The surface density of DNA detected by the AFM varied substan-
tially across the surface. Some regions were found on both the hep-
arin and HepS samples where individual DNA molecules were
resolved and qualitatively exhibited the semi-flexible polymer like
appearance (Figs. 3–5). Interestingly, for these areas of the sample,
the surface density of the DNA bound to the mica was augmented
by the presence of the polysaccharide at the higher concentration
of 1000 mg/ml, with heparin having a greater effect than HepS
(Fig. 3). Even so the appearance of the DNAmolecules differed from
images of DNA deposited alone (see Fig. 3e) and the lower AFM
image contrast compared to DNA deposited alone implies that
polysaccharide material is co-deposited with the DNA.
In other areas, the use of the tapping mode phase signal
revealed more clearly that the polysaccharide is bound in and
around the DNA. This is exemplified at the lower polysaccharide
concentration where the molecular surface density is lower
(Fig. 4). It also tends to imply an interaction between the polysac-
charides and DNA.
In general, regions where individual DNA molecules were
clearly visible were not very commonplace and in other regions
of the samples the polysaccharide appeared to compete with the
DNA for binding to the mica as expected. Co-deposition of polysac-
charide and the DNA was more clearly evident at higher polysac-
charide concentrations, where in other regions individual DNA
molecules could be observed within a thin film of material where
the morphology for heparin and HepS was somewhat different
(Fig. 5). These layers were often not stable and moved under the
presence of the scanning AFM tip (see Fig. 5b), implying that mole-
cules in the surface of the thin film were not securely attached to
the surface. Fig. 5 demonstrates that DNA can bind within the sur-
face layer in the presence of the polysaccharide, or resides on the
surface of the thin film, but that binding of heparin or HepS tends
to dominate.
Most typically, the AFM survey imaging of the surface showed
regions where DNA molecules were not observed or detected by
the AFM tip (Fig. 6). For the lower polysaccharide concentration,
the appearance was that of a continuous thin molecular film across
the mica and in places this was disrupted (Fig. 6a left) demonstrat-
ing coverage of the surface. In many areas for the higher concentra-
tions, aggregates were imaged that ranged in size up to 500 nm
across, but there also appeared to be a continuous underlying thin
film as well. The aggregation is possibly a consequence of
molecular condensation during the drying process caused by
de-wetting instability of a thin film of DNA + polysaccharide
physisorbed onto the mica. These two typical morphologies of
continuous thin film and regions of aggregation were randomly
dispersed over the surface of the mica but the aggregates were
much more prevalent at the atypically high polysaccharide
concentration of 1000 mg/ml.
Taken all together, the sample survey imaging of the polysac-
charide + DNA samples inferred the interpretation that a densely
packed thin film containing both types of molecules is formed on
the mica surface. It is presumed to be a network of DNA andx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Fig. 2. AFM tapping mode phase and height images of heparin and HepS deposited on mica. (a) The control: AFM phase image of freshly cleaved mica. (b) Heparin and HepS
deposited at 200 mg/ml. (c) Heparin and HepS deposited at 1000 mg/ml (Scale bars: 200 nm).
Fig. 3. AFM height images of regions of 1144 bp DNA template co-deposited with heparin or HepS at the two chosen in vitro concentrations (a, b, c, d). In these regions,
individual DNA molecules are resolved by the AFM tip and the polysaccharide at 1000 mg/ml can augment the DNA surface density. (e) A control sample of DNA alone
deposited at the same DNA concentration without polysaccharide molecules (Scale bars: 500 nm).
6 O. Chammas et al. /Methods xxx (2017) xxx–xxxheparin or HepS together, since DNA molecules can be resolved in
certain regions. It is not possible to say whether the aggregates
contain only DNA but it might be expected that these are likely
to be condensates of DNA + polysaccharide, mediated by thePlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dMg2+ ions available in solution. Overall, one can say that it is not
possible to reliably image individual DNA molecules in the pres-
ence of heparin or HepS at concentrations typically used for
in vitro transcription reactions.x.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Fig. 4. AFM height and phase images of regions of the 1144 bp DNA template co-deposited with (a) heparin or (b) HepS both at 200 mg/ml concentrations. Individual DNA
molecules were visible on the mica but not as clear as typical images of DNA deposited alone. It can be seen from the phase images (right column) that for both (a) heparin
and (b) HepS containing samples, the DNA has polysaccharide material bound to the mica surface around and/or underneath the DNA (Scale bars: 200 nm).
Fig. 5. AFM height images of DNA co-deposited with (a) heparin or (b) HepS on mica at 1000 mg/ml concentration where individual DNA molecules of the 1144 bp DNA
template within a close packed layer can be seen. The surface structure was often disturbed by the scanning AFM tip, particularly in the case of HepS (Scale bars: 500 nm).
O. Chammas et al. /Methods xxx (2017) xxx–xxx 73.3. Heparin and heparan sulphate with RNAP holoenzyme
Next, the effect of heparin and HepS on adsorption of E. coli
RNAP holoenzyme alone was tested. Since both concentrations of
either polysaccharide were detrimental to the binding of DNA
alone to mica, the experiments in the presence of RNAP, either
alone or as RPo (see Section 3.4), were conducted with the typicalPlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://din vitro concentration of 200 lg/ml. In contrast to the DNA samples,
the distribution of RNAP onmica in the presence of the polysaccha-
rides was homogeneous, however, some protein aggregation was
observed. Fig. 7 shows typical examples of the holoenzyme dis-
persed on mica in the absence and presence of the polysaccharides.
The protein spontaneously adsorbs to mica but can form some
small aggregates. The total amount of protein bound to the micax.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Fig. 6. AFM height images of some typical structures formed by co-deposition of (a) DNA with the polysaccharide heparin or (b) DNA and HepS onto mica. The images in the
left column were taken with a polysaccharide concentration of 200 mg/ml while for the images in the right column, the concentration of heparin or HepS was 1000 mg/ml
(Scale bars: 500 nm).
Fig. 7. Typical images of E. coli RNAP holoenzyme deposited on mica and imaged in air. (a) Control with no polysaccharide present, (b) with heparin and (c) with HepS both at
200 mg/ml concentration (Scale Bars: 500 nm).
8 O. Chammas et al. /Methods xxx (2017) xxx–xxxwas similar in each case, but the number and size of the aggregates
varied. The number of singular RNAPs and small aggregates for
each sample type are shown in Table 3. The aggregation state of
the RNAP was more pronounced in the control with neither
polysaccharide added (Fig. 7a), where aggregates were more
numerous and overall larger, limiting the number of single RNAPs
observed. The addition of either heparin or HepS decreased the size
and number of aggregates of RNAP and led to greater dispersion of
single RNAPs across the mica surface. In the absence of the
polysaccharide binding competitor, the proportion of aggregates
in the images was 20%, whereas in their presence this droppedPlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dto below 5%. In general, the monodispersity of RNAP in the pres-
ence of heparin looked the best (Fig. 7b) but the yield of single
RNAP on the mica surface was similar for both heparin and HepS,
based on the criterion of an individual RNAP being 35 nm in
diameter.
In summary, the binding of RNAP to the surface is not inhibited
by either heparin or HepS, but the dispersion of individual RNAP
across the mica surface is increased by the presence of the polyan-
ionic polysaccharide molecules. In general, this indicates that bind-
ing of the polysaccharide to the RNAP reduces unwanted RNAP-
RNAP interactions. This could be a consequence of two effects;x.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Table 3
Number of RNAPs bound to the surface as singular RNAPs or aggregates in the
presence of heparin or HepS. The number of RNAPs in five 2 mm2 images was counted
for each sample.
Sample n (number
of images)
Single RNAP
molecules
Aggregated
RNAPs
Control 5 159 ± 20 42 ± 4
Heparin 5 516 ± 26 26 ± 4
HepS 5 557 ± 53 26 ± 4
O. Chammas et al. /Methods xxx (2017) xxx–xxx 9firstly because the polysaccharide bound in the DNA binding
pocket changes the conformation of the RNAP, and secondly
because the polysaccharide may wrap itself around the outside of
the protein and change its surface charge characteristics. Impor-
tantly, there was no evidence that the polysaccharides bound to
the mica surface in the presence of RNAP, in contrast to the DNA
samples, giving confidence that heparin or HepS can be used in
transcription samples for ex situ AFM imaging.
3.4. Formation of open promoter complexes on the tandem DNA
template
As RNAP was seen to be able to bind to the mica in the presence
of heparin and HepS, their effect on DNA-RNAP complexes was
investigated. In order to provide comparison to the previous exper-
iments performed by Rivetti et al. and Crampton et al. without
heparin or HepS present, open promoter complexes (RPos) were
formed and then heparin or HepS was added to a final concentra-
tion of 200 mg/ml. In these experiments, we used a 1144 bp DNA
template with two promoters tandemly oriented (i.e. on the same
strand pointing in the same direction) positioned at bases 435 and
773 from one end. RPos can be identified through DNA contour
length measurements due to the shortening of the DNA template
due to E. coli RNAP wrapping DNA upon RPo formation
[13,14,19]. This allows one to identify specific RPos and exclude
those where RNAP is not bound in the correct position or bound
with more than two RNAPs.
Fig. 8 shows typical survey AFM images (fields of view) for sam-
ples without (a) any polysaccharide present, (b) heparin present
and (c) HepS present. Upon addition of heparin or HepS there is
an increase in bare DNA in comparison to samples without either
heparin or HepS. This is expected as both these RNAP binders
reducing non-specific interaction of RNAP with DNA, sequestering
free RNAP that has not bound and formed an RPo. The addition of
both heparin and HepS reduces the level of non-specific binding
observed. It was also noted that when heparin or HepS was pre-
sent, any remaining non-specific binding was mainly limited to
the ends of the template, whereas without either inhibitor a num-
ber of aggregated complexes were seen.
The percentage of molecules with a single RPo formed, two RPos
formed and non-specifically bound RNAPs bound were determined
by measuring the full DNA contour length and counted (see
Table 4). Those complexes with just non-specifically bound RNAP
give a contour length in good agreement with bare DNA. Formation
of only one RPo on one of the promoters gives a decrease in overall
contour length due to DNA wrapping around the RNAP of 25 nm,
while double RPos with both promoters occupied show a decrease
of 50 nm (Fig. 9). Both polysaccharides lower non-specifically
bound RNAP by up to three fold. Heparin doubles the amount of
single RPos compared to the control, but interestingly does not
enhance the proportion of double RPos significantly. HepS on the
other hand, maximises the yield of double RPos on this tandem
promoter template such that they become the major species of
RNAP-DNA complexes as visualised by AFM. This is ideal for study-
ing transcription of templates with more than one promoter by
AFM and demonstrates that HepS is a better choice than heparinPlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://das a competitive binding inhibitor of free RNAP for ex situ AFM. This
will enable analysis of transcription at the single molecule level to
be carried out with greater rigour with particular focus on the out-
comes of multiple RNAP acting on single DNA templates.
4. Discussion
Introduction of a polysaccharide competitive binding inhibitor
changes the conformation and/or surface properties of the RNAP
and enhances its dispersion on mica. Apparently, neither heparin
nor HepS are retained on the mica surface when samples are made
with just RNAP plus polysaccharide binding inhibitor. The stronger
binding of RNAP to mica compared to the DNA template enables
heparin or HepS to be used to enhance yields of RPos for transcrip-
tional analysis by ex situ AFM. Both heparin and HepS disperse the
samples more effectively on the mica by reducing unwanted
RNAP-RNAP interactions, as well as unwanted RNAP-DNA interac-
tions. HepS is more effective at increasing the yield of double RPos
on a template with two promoters. We therefore determine HepS
to be our preferred RNAP binding inhibitor for our system, which
will define single cycle transcription to make ex situ AFM analysis
more rigorous.
Both polysaccharides are seen to compete with DNA to bind to
the mica surface, which is confirmation of an effect which led to
heparin not typically being previously considered or used in AFM
experiments of transcription [13,14,19]. The efficacy of this new
approach works because E. coli RNAP has the highest binding affin-
ity to mica of all the molecular components. It is interesting that
previously Mangiarotti et al. found that addition of heparin into
the RPo mixture was incompatible with AFM sample preparation
[14]. There are very slight differences between their AFM sample
deposition buffer and ours, which might affect the affinity of the
RNAP to the mica. Theirs was a HEPES buffer which contained
10 mM NaCl [14], whereas ours is a Tris-HCl and contained no
additional monovalent salt, such as sodium chloride [19].
It is expected that our approach can be extended to other RNAPs
or DNA binding proteins for AFM analysis, provided that the pro-
tein has a good affinity for the mica under the buffer conditions
used. When RNAP is present, either alone or with the DNA tem-
plate, the polysaccharide molecules are not retained on the mica
during the rinsing step and therefore do not interfere with image
analysis. Any that are retained are presumably bound to any RNAP
that has not formed an RPo.
Interaction of the polysaccharides with DNA alone is compli-
cated, but in general there are interactions between these mole-
cules and the mica which lead to a thin film of material that
contains both DNA and polysaccharide. The survey imaging of
the surface suggests that the DNA and polysaccharide may phase
segregate to a certain degree into different regions containing dif-
ferent relative amounts of each molecule. Overall, it indicates that
the polysaccharide has a higher affinity for the mica than this DNA
template but this effect is obviated in the presence of RNAP.
One proposed method to circumvent the problem of non-
specific RNAP binding is to use heparin attached to another sub-
strate during sample preparation to try to purify RPos from free
and non-specifically bound RNAP. A method by Ebenstein et al.
to study transcription involved the use of heparin attached to
sepharose beads which were subsequently centrifuged down into
a pellet after addition to a sample leaving only RNAPs in RPOs in
the supernatant [319]. This method has a potential advantage over
the use of free heparin, the fact that any heparin bound RNAPs are
removed from the sample, and therefore is expected to increase the
yield of RPos for imaging and statistical analysis.
Even though this method would remove any non-specifically
bound RNAPs after formation of RPos, it would not prevent
re-initiation events due to the lack of a competitor in the reactionx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Fig. 8. AFM height images of RPos formed on the tandem promoter 1144 bp DNA template (a) without any inhibitor and (b) with heparin or (c) with HepS. The images have
been annotated with an S to signify those with single RPos, a D to signify those with two RPos and an N to signify those that have non-specifically bound RNAP (Scale bars:
500 nm).
Table 4
Percentages of complexes formed without a polysaccharide binding inhibitor and
with heparin or HepS. The contour lengths of the 1144 bp DNA molecules are also
given in parentheses with single RPos showing a decrease in contour length of
approximately 25 nm, double RPos a decrease of approximately 50 nm and the non-
specifically bound DNA showing no decease compared to the bare DNA control.
Sample Single RPo
(nm)
Double RPos
(nm)
Non-specifically
bound RNAP (nm)
heparin/HepS
(n = 236)
30% 17% 53%
(356.4 ± 1.5) (331.4 ± 1.8) (382.9 ± 1.3)
+heparin (n = 200) 60% 22% 17%
(350.2 ± 1.4) (328.5 ± 1.8) (379.4 ± 6.5)
+HepS (n = 233) 33% 51% 14%
(358.4 ± 1.0) (328.3 ± 0.9) (379.5 ± 2.9)
Bare DNA (n = 102) 380.16 ± 1.2
10 O. Chammas et al. /Methods xxx (2017) xxx–xxxduring and post transcription initiation. We carried out some sys-
tematic experiments with heparin sepharose (HS) beads and found
that although it removed free unbound RNAP from the reaction
mix it also reduced the solution concentration of RPos and free
DNA (Data not shown). This was true for all concentrations of HS
beads tested relative to the RNAP and DNA concentrations and
was independent of bead incubation time in the reaction mixture
or whether or not the beads were centrifuged for sedimentation.
The efficacy of the centrifugation based method with HS beads
was also investigated and compared with the free heparin or HepS
approach. Contrary to expectation, the HS bead method did notPlease cite this article in press as: O. Chammas et al., Methods (2017), http://dimprove RPo yield under our conditions and moreover we show
that the centrifugation of the samples in the presence of the beads
can be detrimental to the sample preparation lowering overall
yields of all molecular species. We concluded, therefore, that the
HS beads are less suitable than adding free polysaccharide as a
way to enhance analysis of in vitro model transcription complexes
for analysis by ex situ AFM.
In summary, therefore, we find that addition of an RNAP bind-
ing inhibitor free in solution sequesters unbound RNAP after RPo
formation such that RNAP cannot re-bind to the DNA template.
This approach will ensure that any given E. coli RNAP only carries
out a single cycle transcription in the reaction mix thereby pre-
venting unwanted binding or re-binding skewing statistical analy-
sis of RNAP positions. This is important for ex situ AFM since
multiple rounds of transcription cause asynchronicity in the sys-
tem, which may lead to mis-interpretation of the outcomes from
this type of snap-shot analysis based on the morphological detec-
tion of RNAP in the AFM images. We are currently re-considering
the outcomes of our work concerning RNAP-RNAP collisions events
in a convergent model gene system using ex situ AFM [19] in light
of our ability to now define single cycle transcription. This method
could in principle aid in situ AFM used to observe transcription
directly, however there are on-going issues of time-resolution
and activity that need to be resolved, such that we currently favour
the ex situ approach for studying and analysing transcription by
AFM.x.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.04.010
Fig. 9. Contour length histograms for the DNA molecules for non-specific RNAP binding (blue), single RPo formation (red) and double RPo formation (green). (a) Control with
no polysaccharide, (b) incubated with heparin, (c) incubated with HepS both at 200 mg/ml concentration. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
O. Chammas et al. /Methods xxx (2017) xxx–xxx 115. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that polysaccharide binding inhibitors
of E. coli RNAP can be used very effectively to increase the yield
of RPo formation for AFM analysis, contrary to previous expecta-
tions. Heparan sulphate, which has previously not been tested,
was more effective than heparin, particularly for increasing
yields of double RPos on the tandem promoter template. The
overall effectiveness of this approach lies on the increased affin-
ity of RNAP for mica in the presence of a polysaccharide bind-
ing inhibitor, as well as lack of retention of free polysaccharide
on the surface in the presence of RNAP. This new method will
be particularly important for in vitro study of simple model
gene structures using ex situ AFM, which contain more than
one promoter. It could be extended for other RNAPs or DNA
binding proteins for AFM analysis, provided that the protein
in question has a high enough affinity for the mica support sur-
face. Where this is not the case, the mica surface properties can
be modulated either by ion-exchange or formation of a surface
film, such as poly-L-lysine or aminosilane, to encourage any
particular protein to bind. We therefore believe this a powerful
new approach for studying DNA-binding proteins at molecular
resolution with AFM.Acknowledgements
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